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Reproductive Research Center 
Glickman Urological Institute and Department of Obstetrics - Gynecology 

 
 

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP IN ANDROLOGY/ REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY 
 

Fellows Evaluation Form 
 

Fellow’s name:     JORGE HALLAK, MD   Employee Number: 
  

Fellowship period:    1996 -1998  

Permanent Address: 
                                       RUA IGUATEMI, 192 # 12 – ITAIM-BIBI 
                                       ZIP: 01451-010 – SÃO PAULO, SP - BRAZIL  

Phone:       +55-11-3168-5543 
CEL:           +55-11-9962-2000  E-mail:    hallakj@androscience.com.br 

 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
 
How did you learn about our fellowship program? ………….   
(E.g. Internet/Center website, colleague, friend’s recommendation, meeting) Learned talking to other 
colleagues and speaking with Dr Thomas 

How much prior experience you had of working in a research lab (please cross one): 

Well Trained ..  [] About 75% .. [] About 50% .. [] About 25% .. [] None .. [x] 

Have you published your work in peer reviewed journals prior to your joining CCF 
(please cross one):  

Yes  ..  [] No  ..  [x] 

 Have you presented your research at national meetings before joining CCF 
(please cross one):  

Yes  ..  [x] No  ..  [] 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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I. How would you rate the following courses offered during your Fellowship 
Training (please cross one):  

• IRB Online Course 

Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful  ..  [x] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  .. []  

• Environmental Health and Safety – Fire and Life Safety  

Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful  ..  [] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• HIPAA – HIPAA Privacy Rule and HIPAA-Related Topics  

Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful  ..  [] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Safety – Patient Safety – Introduction to Patient Safety 

Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful  ..  [] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Responsible Conduct in Research 

Very helpful  ..  [x] Helpful  ..  [] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Electronic Literature Search Training and access to Online Journals 

Very helpful  ..  [x] Helpful  ..  [] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Basics of Statistics 

Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful  ..  [] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Scientific Writing Course 

Very helpful  ..  [x] Helpful  ..  [] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

 
Note: Most of these courses were not available at my time 
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II.       Training in Laboratory Techniques  

Topics covered:  

1.    data recovery from files   2.     basic research lab techniques   

3.    how to behave in a laboratory 
environment and positive attitude to 
conduct focused research - a surgeon´s 
perspective 

4.    working in group and in a collaborative 
manner in an advanced research 
laboratory   

5.    change the rationale of thought: from 
macroanatomy to intracellular environment, 
all the rest of experiments were easy 

6.     creatine-kinase, cryopreservation, 
ROS, etc.  

How will you rate your experience? 

Topic Excellent V Good Good Fair Poor N/A 
Daily 
mentoring & 
supervision 

[] [] [x] [] [] [] 

Hands on 
research 
experience 

[] [] [x] [] [] [] 

Sufficient 
time for 
training 

[] [x] [] [] [] [] 

Equipment 
& facilities [] x] [] [] [] [] 
Support 
personnel [x] [] [] [] [] [] 
Overall 
training [x] [] [] [] [] [] 
 

III.      Lectures and Presentations:  

How would you rate your training in our program for the following (please cross one)? 

• Bench research: 

Highly recommend ..  [] Very helpful  ..  [x] Helpful ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Weekly research meetings with opportunities to present and listen to others:  

Highly recommend ..  [x] Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Lectures and presentations:  

Highly recommend ..  [x] Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Journal club 

Highly recommend ..  [x] Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 
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IV.      Acquire Writing Skills: 

How would you rate your training in our program for the following (please cross one)? 

• Preparing abstracts: 

Highly recommend ..  [x] Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Writing of grants/projects:  

Highly recommend ..  [x] Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Writing of original articles (scientific manuscripts): 

Highly recommend ..  [x] Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Writing of review articles/ book chapters): 

Highly recommend ..  [] Very helpful  ..  [x] Helpful ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

• Review scientific articles for various journals: 

Highly recommend ..  [] Very helpful  ..  [] Helpful ..  [x] Not helpful  ..  [] 
 
Overall assessment of our program (please cross one): 
 

1. Was your fellowship period adequate? 

Adequate  ..  [x] Short  ..  [] Too short  ..  [] 

2. How would you rate your experience in our program in terms of skills and 
knowledge acquired: 

Excellent  ..  [x] Very good  ..  [] Good  ..  [] Not good ..  [] 

3. Did the program help in your communication skills? 

Very helpful  ..  [x] Helpful  ..  [] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

4. Did the program help you write and submit high quality research? 

Very helpful  ..  [x] Helpful  ..  [] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 
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5. Was your training and participation in various research projects helpful in 
meeting your goals? 

Very helpful  ..  [x] Helpful  ..  [] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

6. Did this fellowship help in achieving your goals? 

Very helpful  ..  [x] Helpful  ..  [] To some extent  ..  [] Not helpful  ..  [] 

7. Would you recommend other candidates looking for similar fellowship 
training? 

Highly recommend..  [x] Recommend ..  [] Not recommend ..  [] Not sure ..  [] 

8. How do you rate your opportunity to interact/ collaborate with other fellows 
in the program? 

Highly recommend ..  
[x] Recommend ..  [] Not recommend ..  [] Not sure ..  [] 

9. How do you rate the social interaction in the research program 
(celebration of fellow’s birthdays, recognition of various fellows for their 
work, interaction with various visitors to the research center, etc.)? 

Most pleasant time. In particular according to my personality and culture, friendship and 
loyalty are very important issues. I found in the people from the Cleveland Clinic a 
special bond that is lasting, and hopefully will last for this lifetime. Not only from the 
andrology laboratory, but for all the Urology Department. I keep my friends at close 
distance and I am always concerned about their families and wellbeing. 

10.  How much time did you spend on (please cross one)?  

Bench research: 0% 
[] 

1-25% 
[] 

25-50% 
[x] 

50-75% 
[] 

75-100% 
[] 

Clinical research: 0% 
[] 

1-25% 
[] 

25-50% 
[x] 

50-75% 
[] 

75-100% 
[] 

Writing work: 0% 
[] 

1-25% 
[] 

25-50% 
[x] 

50-75% 
[] 

75-100% 
[] 
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Mention some of the important projects, assignments completed by you during your 
tenure: 

 
Creatine-Kinase in fresh and frozen sperm. 
 
Creatine-Kinase as a marker of sperm function 
 
Sperm cryopreservation in various types of cancer. 
 
Fertilizing capacity of cryopreserved sperm from patients with cancer. 
 
Varicocelectomy and improvement in successful rates of assisted reproductive 
techniques. 
 

Provide your suggestions to further improve this fellowship program: 

1.  Interaction with other research laboratories inside the US, after completion of training 
at  CCF 

2. Interaction after fellows return to their countries, but in a way to continue helping 
them to establish themselves. So difficult in the beginning. 

3. Recognition that modern Andrology is under constant threat because of misbehavior 
and greedyness in the field of ART, and programs like the one offered by the CCF are 
of utmost importance for the survival of the andrology field and male infertility. 

JORGE HALLAK, MD 

 
 
 
Note: Please attach a copy of your latest CV with this questionnaire; an electronic copy of your CV in MS Word 
and or a PDF file be e-mailed to both Research Coordinator and Program Director 


